Even on days in the low 70s, interior temperatures can rise almost 20 degrees in just 10 minutes. DID SOMEONE SAY “CAR RIDE?”

Instead of asking “do they want to go”
THINK
“IS IT SAFE FOR THEM TO GO”

Even on days in the low 70s, interior temperatures can rise almost 20 degrees in just 10 minutes.
Most of us love a good car ride with our faithful pet, and most pets would never refuse a trip with their favorite human. What our pets don’t know is that car ride could put them at risk.

- **Even on days in the low 70s, interior temperatures can rise almost 20 degrees in just 10 minutes.**
- Cracking the windows doesn’t help. Parking in the shade doesn’t help. Leaving your pet at home does.

For more information, visit [avma.org](http://avma.org).
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